
Tangram Maker™, made by Tangram Flex, is the industry’s first free-to-use
component software integration platform (CSIP). Designed for professional
engineers, students, and hobbyists alike, Tangram Maker provides powerful
tools for innovation and experimentation with component-based software
engineering. 

Tangram Maker™ provides technology powerful enough to support the
nation’s most critical system in a software integration environment accessed
from your web browser. With automatically generated interfaces and
straightforward tools for translating between software languages and
standards, you can build new capabilities, upgrade and reuse existing
components in new ways, and collaborate with peers to share ideas and
technology. Tangram Maker™ simplifies software integration so you have
more freedom to reimagine, reinvent, and try new things.

The Leading Component Software 
Integration Platform (CSIP) for 
Mission Critical Systems

Linkages between System Engineering and Software 
Development:  Tangram Pro™ provides complete control and 
connection from design through interface code generation 

Code Generation Per Message Standards:  Automatic 
generation of Component Software Interfaces (CSI)
for a growing list of standards
 
Streamlined Transformation: Leveraging the Flex Translation 
Language, native component communication capabilities are 
mapped  to mission requirements and messaging standards

Built-in Assurance Tools and Plug-ins: Rapidly incorporate 
new components and updated funcionalities with confidence.

Variation Management: Automated updates and version 
management with hooks to external CI/CD and DevSecOps 
pipelines

Expandable Messages and Transforms: The Flex Editor 
enables users to create custom messages sets and mappings 
to suit specification needs beyond built-in standards
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Tangram Maker™ Key Features
The Tangram Maker™ provides a workspace for Engineers and 
Developers to accomplish the following:



Supported Messaging Standards
    MAVLink                
    LMCP
    ROS
    User Defined Message Formats             

Supported Transforms
    Any mapping between standards or proprietary 
    protocols on a 1:1 message translation
    

Automatic Code Generation Outputs
   C++   
   Rust                    
 

Tangram Maker™ Transport Standards
   Kafka
   ZeroMQ               
   ActiveMQ                  
   Binary

Want to integrate a new collision avoidance
capability into PX4? Tangram Maker™ allows you
to rapidly generate Mavlink interface code so you
can do just that

Do you need a lightweight yet sophisticated way
to design a component-based system? The
design workspace in Tangram Maker™ gives you
the tools you need, leveraging AADL technology
in a simple-to-use UI built for engineers.

Are you building a component-based system and
looking for a way to generate your own
communication package? Flex Authorship and
Generic CSI technology in Tangram Maker™ helps
you do that.

Work together and share ideas to build new
capabilities. Users of Tangram Maker™ can
create teams to openly collaborate in the platform
and find more support in the Tangram Flex
Discuss community site.

Headquartered in Dayton, OH, Tangram Flex, Inc. is a venture-backed 
startup supporting organizations building mission critical software systems. 
We believe every mission deserves access to innovation and deliver 
capabilities to allow rapid integration with confidence.
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Tangram Maker™ is a free, web-based multi-tenant Platform as a Service (PaaS). It is an easy-to-use
platform for generating component software interface code so you can rapidly integrate new capabilities
with less custom work.

Technical Details


